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Omnipulse Entertainment’s Last Flight Of The Champion comes to AFM
Houston, Texas
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Omnipulse Entertainment will be at the American Film Market (AFM ) offering a
full slate of four to five animated Motion Pictures, the flagship project of which is
The Last Flight of the Champion. LFOTC is a completed project intended to kick
off Omnipulse’s slate of family friendly animated films. Along with Last Flight of
the Champion, Omnipulse will also be offering, several other projects ; including
“Nanopals: Battle for the Microverse”, “Magic Toychest” and “Amethysta”.
The Houston Based Animation Studio, Omnipulse, is making its first ever
appearance at this year’s AFM . Although Omnipulse has been a regular at
NATPE in the past, AFM offers Omnipulse a market for its film projects not
available anywhere else.
The Last Flight of the Champion is the story of a young Turtelian, Neddy
Nerfhoffer, who just wants to do his part in stopping the evil General Disdain.
When Neddy goes to enlist in the Peace Cadets, the main protection force of his
planet, he discovers that in some people’s eyes he is just too small to be of use
and he is rejected. Neddy, along with two other rejects who are also judged as
“too small”. With these new friends, Hopper and Owen, they set out to form their
own army, with “titles and ranks and everything”. They create their own military
unit with others just like themselves. Searching for a base, Neddy discovers a
1,000 year old Cosmic Marshall Ship, The Champion, whose AI controller is still
alive. With the Champion, our heroes set out to confront Disdain only to find that
it’s harder than they thought it would be to defeat the evil general. Nonetheless,
they manage to succeed, learning a lot about themselves along the way.

About Omnipulse
Omnipulse Entertainment, has according to Thomas Douglas, co-founder of
Omnipulse “a special asset” in friend and co-founder E. Thomas Ewing. It is E.
Thomas’ ideas, which form the base for Omnipulse’s film projects. Mr. Ewing
takes his concept and often turns to his brother, Jeremy Ewing, his writing
partner, and together they; says producer and co-founder, Felipe Porres. Mr.
Ewing creates a synergy that makes for truly entertaining and often funny scripts.
Following the writing process, Mr. Ewing puts on his other hat as Director to
move from concept through finished production. Be sure to check out The Last
Flight of the Champion and Omnipulse Entertainment.
See you at AFM 2012

